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A method of accurate integrated navigation for high-altitude aerocraft by medium precision strapdown inertial navigation system
(SINS), star sensor, and global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is researched in this paper.,e system error sources of SINS and
star sensor are analyzed and modeled, and then system errors of SINS and star sensor are chosen as system states of integrated
navigation. Considering that the output of star sensor is attitude quaternion, it can be regarded as an attitude matrix, then the
equivalent attitude matrix is constructed by using the output of SINS, and the calculating equation of the equivalent attitude
matrix is designed. ,us, one of the measurements of integrated navigation can be constructed by using the equivalent attitude
matrix and the attitude matrix output of star sensor. According to the constraint conditions of the attitude matrix, the diagonal
elements are selected as one of the measurements of integrated navigation, and the corresponding measurement equation is
derived. At the same time, the velocity output and position output difference between SINS and GNSS is selected as the other
measurement, and the corresponding measurement equation is also derived. On this basis, the Kalman filter is used to design an
integrated navigation filtering algorithm. Simulation results show that although the medium precision SINS is used, the heading
accuracy of this integrated navigation method is better than ±1.5′, the pitch and roll accuracy are better than ±0.9’, the velocity
accuracy is better than ±0.05m/s, and the position accuracy is better than ±3.8m. ,erefore, the integrated navigation effect is
very significant.

1. Introduction

For the flight control of high-altitude aerocraft, the navi-
gation ability with high precision and high reliability is very
important; especially in the long endurance environment, it
is not easy to be affected by external natural environment
and human interference. At present, INS (Inertial Naviga-
tion System)/satellite-integrated navigation scheme has been
widely used in aerospace and other fields, such as INS/GPS
(Global Positioning System) integrated navigation [1–4].
However, there are a series of outstanding problems in this
navigation mode, such as low heading accuracy, bad esti-
mating effect on the gyro constant drift, and limited anti-
interference capability during a long time [5–8]. Particularly,
the satellite navigation signals are subject to be interfered
with or shielded [8], which will lead to being unable to
depend on the satellite navigation system absolutely.

As an advanced attitude measurement instrument, star
sensor has the remarkable advantage of high accuracy,
strong anti-interference capability, and excellent conceal-
ment [9, 10]. Currently, star sensors are widely used for
measuring the attitudes of space crafts accurately [11]. ,e
cost of new style star sensor is getting lower and lower. ,is
has attracted many vendors to the market, and an open
literature search shows more and more star tracker vendors
offering star sensor at rapidly decreasing costs. Because of its
high attitude determination accuracy, star sensor can be
used to assist INS/satellite-integrated navigation system to
improve its heading accuracy and gyro drift estimation effect
and can significantly improve the antijamming ability of the
whole integrated navigation system [12]. Particularly with
the cost of high-precision star sensor becoming lower and
lower, the requirement of INS precision can be significantly
reduced by introducing star sensor into the integrated
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navigation system, and the integrated navigation with high
precision and high reliability can be realized by using me-
dium precision inertial navigation system.

INS/satellite/star sensor-integrated navigation is studied
in [12–14]. In [14], the attitude matrix output by star sensor
is used as a measurement, which leads to the complexity of
the filtering algorithm and the large amount of filtering
calculation. In [12], the attitude angle output by star sensor is
used as themeasurement, but in fact, the attitude angle of the
body relative to geographical coordinate frame cannot be
directly output by single star sensor, and its output is the
attitude quaternion of the body relative to inertial coordinate
frame [15]. In this paper, the attitude quaternion of star
sensor is transformed into attitude matrix, and then the
equivalent attitude matrix is constructed by using the output
of SINS. According to the constraint conditions of attitude
matrix, the diagonal elements are selected as one of the
measurements of integrated navigation. At the same time,
the velocity output and position output difference between
SINS and GNSS is selected as the other measurement. As a
result, the complexity of integrated navigation filtering al-
gorithm is significantly reduced, and the amount of filtering
calculation is reduced.

2. Accurate Integrated Navigation Scheme

In the accurate integrated navigation system, east-north-up
geographic coordinate frame is taken as the navigation
coordinate frame. SINS, star sensor, and GNSS receiver are
all assembled on the aerocraft. SINS can output the aero-
craft’s position, velocity, attitude, and other parameters. ,e
star sensor can output the attitude quaternion qb

i of the body
coordinate frame relative to the inertial coordinate frame.
GNSS receiver can output the aerocraft’s velocity and
position.

Firstly, system errors of SINS and star sensor are chosen
as system states of integrated navigation, and then the state
equation of integrated navigation is built. Secondly, the
equivalent attitude matrix Cb

i is calculated by using the
output of SINS. ,us, the equivalent attitude matrix Cb

i and
the attitude quaternion qb

i of star sensor are used to construct
one of the measurements of integrated navigation. At the
same time, the velocity output and position output differ-
ence between SINS and GNSS is selected as the other
measurements. ,en all the measurements are sent to the
integrated navigation Kalman filter, and the estimations of
system states (including system errors of SINS) are obtained
by filtering calculating. Finally, the estimations of errors are
used to correct the system errors of SINS, and the outputs of
the corrected SINS are regarded as the outputs of the in-
tegrated navigation system. Accordingly, the structure di-
agram of this accurate integrated navigation scheme is
shown in Figure 1.

During the navigating process, when GNSS receiver is
unable to navigate momently for satellite signal being in-
terfered or shielded, the outputs of SINS and star sensor are
used to construct measurements for integrated navigation
filtering. On the other hand, when star sensor is unable to
output the attitude quaternion momently for failing to

search star, the outputs of SINS and GNSS receiver are used
to construct measurements for integrated navigation fil-
tering. Consequently, this accurate integrated navigation
system has strong anti-interference capability and survival
capability, which can effectively deal with the interference or
destruction.

3. State Equation of Integrated
Navigation System

In the integrated navigation design, integrated navigation
filter is divided into two sorts covering direct method filter
and indirect method filter according to the different esti-
mated system state. In the direct method filter, the system
state equation of integrated navigation is nonlinear [16], and
the extended Kalman filter is usually considered the com-
mon method for nonlinear filtering problem. But the cal-
culation of the Jacobian matrices makes the extended
Kalman filter difficult to design and implement [4], and the
estimating accuracies of parameters are not high. Conse-
quently, the indirect method filter is often adopted to design
the integrated navigation system at present. ,at is, navi-
gation system errors are taken as the system state of inte-
grated navigation, and the optimal estimations of navigation
system errors are calculated by Kalman filter or other filters.
So the system errors of SINS, star sensor, and GNSS ought to
be analyzed and modeled.

For SINS, inertial instrument errors are the main error
source of the system, so it is necessary to analyze and model
them. Errors of inertial instruments are mainly the random
drifts after strict precalibration and compensation, including
gyro constant drift, gyro white noise (random walk), ac-
celerometer constant bias, and accelerometer white noise
(random walk). ,erefore, the error of the gyroscope can be
modeled as

εi � εbi + wgi, (i � x, y, z), (1)

where εi represents the errors of the gyroscopes installed
along the x-, y-, and z-axes of the body, wgi is the white noise
of the gyroscope, and εbi is the constant drift of the gyroscope
that satisfies the following equation:

_εbi � 0, (i � x, y, z). (2)

Similarly, the error of the accelerometer can be modeled
as

∇i � ∇bi + wai, (i � x, y, z), (3)

where ∇i represents the errors of the accelerometers installed
along the x-, y-, and z-axes of the body, wai is the white noise
of the accelerometer, and ∇bi is the constant bias of the
accelerometer that satisfies the following equation:

_∇bi � 0, (i � x, y, z). (4)

As a result, the above inertial instrument errors lead to
various system errors in SINS, including mathematical
platform attitude error, velocity error, and position error.
,e model equations of these system errors are provided in
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some references, so unnecessary details are not given in this
paper.

Nowadays, the measurement accuracy of star sensor is
very high, and the measurement error is not increasing with
time. ,e attitude measuring accuracy of the CCD (Charge
Coupled Device) star sensor has reached the arcsecond
range. So the measurement error of star sensor can be
regarded as white noise processes. However, the installation
error of star sensor is inevitable, which will influence the
measuring accuracy of attitude seriously [10]. ,erefore,
installation error is the most important error source of star
sensor, and it is necessary to analyze and model it [17].
Generally, the installation error of star sensor can be con-
sidered as a random constant or a first-orderMarkov process
[10, 17]. In this paper, the random constant is used to de-
scribe it; that is,

δ _Ai � 0, (i � x, y, z), (5)

where δAi are the installation errors of star sensor relative to
the x-, y-, and z-axes of the body, respectively.

Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is the most
accurate navigation system presently in the world, such as
GPS (Global Navigation Satellite System) of USA,

GLONASS (Global Navigation Satellite System) of Russia,
and BDS (Bei Dou System) of China. ,e factors affecting
satellite navigation accuracy are more complex, which
mainly include ephemeris errors, ionospheric errors, tro-
pospheric errors, transmitting delay errors, and clock errors.
Due to the synthetical influence of the above error factors,
the three-dimensional position accuracy of satellite navi-
gation usually reaches about decade meters. Due to the fact
that satellite navigation accuracy is much higher than other
single navigation technologies, the errors of GNSS are di-
rectly considered as a white noise process, which are not
chosen as system states of integrated navigation anymore.
,is is useful to reduce the state dimension of the Kalman
filter and the computational burden, and thus the computing
velocity will be increased.

According to the above analysis, system errors of SINS
and star sensor are chosen as system states of integrated
navigation, which include SINS mathematical platform at-
titude errors ϕE, ϕN,ϕU, velocity errors δvE, δvN, δvU, po-
sition errors δL, δλ, δh, gyro constant drifts εbx, εby, εbz,
accelerometer constant biases ∇bx,∇by,∇bz, and installation
errors of star sensor δAx, δAy, δAz. So the state vector X of
integrated navigation system is chosen as follows:

X � ϕE,ϕN, ϕU, δvE, δvN, δvU, δL, δλ, δh, εbx, εby, εbz,∇bx,∇by,∇bz, δAx, δAy, δAz 
T
. (6)

Based on the state vector X, the system error models
mentioned above can be written as follows:

_X � FX + GW. (7)

Equation (7) is the state equation of an accurate inte-
grated navigation system, where F is the system state matrix,
G is the system noise drive matrix, W is the system noise
matrix, in which W � [wgx, wgy, wgz, wax, way, waz]T.

4. Equivalent Attitude Matrix Calculation

In the integrated navigation system, outputs of SINS are
attitude, velocity, position in geographic coordinate frame,
and other parameters, while output of star sensor is the
attitude quaternion of body coordinate frame relative to
inertial coordinate frame, which is denoted as qb

i . Using the
attitude quaternion, the attitude matrix of body coordinate
frame relative to inertial coordinate frame can be calculated,
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Figure 1: Structure diagram of accurate integrated navigation scheme.
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which is denoted as Cb

i . In order to construct the mea-
surement of integrated navigation, it is necessary to calculate
the equivalent attitude matrix according to the outputs of
SINS and other pieces of information, which is denoted as
Cb

i . ,is equivalent attitude matrix can match the attitude
matrix Cb

i of star sensor.
Suppose the real attitude matrix of the body isCb

n and the
real position matrix isCn

e . Due to the existence of SINS error,
there are errors in the attitude matrix and position matrix
obtained by using the output of SINS. ,e attitude matrix
and position matrix are denoted as Cb

n and Cn

e , respectively.
,e attitudematrix Cb

n is calculated by the attitude outputs of
SINS, and the position matrix Cn

e is calculated by the po-
sition outputs of SINS. According to Greenwich Time and
Earth rate, the direction cosine matrix relating the inertial
and Earth coordinate frames Ce

i can be calculated. ,en the
equivalent attitude matrix Cb

i can be calculated by the above
information as follows:

Cb

i � Cb

n
Cn

eC
e
i . (8)

Equation (8) is the calculating equation of the equivalent
attitude matrix Cb

i .

5. Measurement Equation of Integrated
Navigation System

After obtaining the equivalent attitude matrix Cb

i from the
outputs of SINS, the matrix Cb

i and the attitude matrix Cb

i of
star sensor can be used to construct one of the integrated
navigation measurements. At the same time, the second
measurement of integrated navigation is constructed by
using the position and velocity outputs of SINS and the
corresponding outputs of GNSS.

Suppose

ZC � Cb

i − Cb

i . (9)

By substituting equation (8) into equation (9) and
considering the installation error of star sensor, the fol-
lowing result can be obtained:

ZC � Cb

n
Cn

eC
e
i − (I +[δA])Cb

i − VS, (10)

where [δA] is the installation error matrix of star sensor and
VS is the measurement white noise matrix of star sensor; that
is,

[δA] �

0 − δAz δAy

δAz 0 − δAx

− δAy δAx 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (11)

Considering the mathematical platform attitude error
and position error of SINS, equation (10) can be changed to

ZC � Cb
n(I +[Φ×])(I − [δP])Cn

eC
e
i − (I +[δA])Cb

nC
n
eC

e
i − VS,

(12)

where

[Φ×] �

0 − ϕU ϕN

ϕU 0 − ϕE

− ϕN ϕE 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

[δP] �

0 − δλ sin L δλ cosL

δλ sin L 0 δL

− δλ cos L − δL 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(13)

Expanding the right side of equation (12) and sorting it
out, the following equation can be obtained:

ZC � Cb
n[Φ×]Cn

eC
e
i − Cb

n[δP]Cn
eC

e
i − [δA]Cb

nC
n
eC

e
i − VS.

(14)

Considering Cn
eC

e
i � Cn

i , equation (14) becomes

ZC � Cb
n[Φ×]Cn

i − Cb
n[δP]Cn

i − [δA]Cn
i − VS. (15)

Since the attitude matrices Cb

i and Cb

i are directional
cosine matrices with three rows and three columns, suppose
cij (i, j � 1, 2, 3) is the i-row, j-column element of the at-
titude matrix, and then the nine elements of each attitude
matrix satisfy the following constraints:

c
2
11 + c

2
21 + c

2
31 � 1,

c
2
12 + c

2
22 + c

2
32 � 1,

c
2
13 + c

2
23 + c

2
33 � 1,

c11c21 + c12c22 + c13c23 � 0,

c21c31 + c22c32 + c23c33 � 0,

c11c31 + c12c32 + c13c33 � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

It is not difficult to see that only three of the nine ele-
ments in the above attitude matrix are independent of each
other. ,erefore, when constructing the measurement of
integrated navigation, only three elements can be taken from
the difference between Cb

i and Cb

i , and the difference be-
tween Cb

i and Cb

i is denoted as ZC. In this paper, the diagonal
element of ZC is selected as one of the measurements of
integrated navigation.

Suppose Rij, Tij, and Vij (i, j � 1, 2, 3) are the i-row, j-
column elements of the matrices Cb

n, C
n
i , and VS, respec-

tively, and then expanding the left and right sides of equation
(15) and taking diagonal elements, the following equations
can be obtained:
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Z11 � T21R13 − T31R12( ϕE + T31R11 − T11R13( ϕN + T11R12 − T21R11( ϕU

+ T21R13 − T31R12( δL + T21R11 sin L − T11R12 sin L + T11R13 cosL − T31R11 cos L( δλ − T31δAy + T21δAz − V11,

Z22 � T22R23 − T32R22( ϕE + T32R21 − T12R23( ϕN + T12R22 − T22R21( ϕU

+ T22R23 − T32R22( δL + T22R21 sin L − T12R22 sin L + T12R23 cosL − T32R21 cos L( δλ + T32δAx − T12δAz − V22,

Z33 � T23R33 − T33R32( ϕE + T33R31 − T13R33( ϕN + T13R32 − T23R31( ϕU

+ T23R33 − T33R32( δL + T23R31 sin L − T13R32 sin L + T13R33 cosL − T33R31 cos L( δλ − T23δAx + T13δAy − V33.

(17)

whereZij (i, j � 1, 2, 3) is the i-row, j-column element of the
matrix ZC.

Suppose Z1 � [Z11, Z22, Z33]
T, and then the column

vector Z1 is one of the integrated navigation measurements.
,us, according to the state vector equation (6) of the in-
tegrated navigation system, the following equation can be
obtained:

Z1 � H1X − V1. (18)

Equation (18) is one of the integrated navigation mea-
surement equations, where H1 is the measurement matrix
and V1(V1 � [V11, V22, V33]

T) is the white measurement
noise vector of star sensor.

,e specific form of the measurement matrix H1 is

H1 � H11 O3×3 H12 O3×6 H13 , (19)

where

H11 �

T21R13 − T31R12 T31R11 − T11R13 T11R12 − T21R11

T22R23 − T32R22 T32R21 − T12R23 T12R22 − T22R21

T23R33 − T33R32 T33R31 − T13R33 T13R32 − T23R31

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

H12 �

T21R13 − T31R12 T21R11 sin L − T11R12 sin L + T11R13 cos L − T31R11 cos L 0

T22R23 − T32R22 T22R21 sin L − T12R22 sin L + T12R23 cos L − T32R21 cos L 0

T23R33 − T33R32 T23R31 sin L − T13R32 sin L + T13R33 cos L − T33R31 cos L 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

H13 �

0 − T31 T21

T32 0 − T12

− T23 T13 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(20)

At the same time, the differences between the velocity,
position outputs of SINS, and the corresponding outputs of
GNSS receiver are taken as the other integrated navigation
measurement Z2; that is,

Z2 � vEI − vEG, vNI − vNG, vUI − vUG, LI − LG, λI − λG, hI − hG 
T
,

(21)

where vEI, vNI, vUI are the velocity outputs of SINS in the east,
north, and up directions, respectively; vEG, vNG, vUG are the
velocity outputs of GNSS receiver in the east, north, and up
directions; LI, λI, hI are the latitude, longitude, and altitude
outputs of SINS; and LG, λG, hG are the latitude, longitude,
and altitude outputs of GNSS receiver.

Obviously, considering the errors of SINS and GNSS,
equation (21) can be changed into

Z2 � δvE − δvEG, δvN − δvNG, δvU − δvUG, δL − δLG, δλ − δλG, δh − δhG 
T
,

(22)

where δvEG, δvNG, δvUG are the velocity errors of GNSS in the
east, north, and up directions and δLG, δλG, δhG are the
latitude, longitude, and altitude error of GNSS.

Similarly, based on the integrated navigation state vector
equation (6) and the measurement vector equation (22), the
other measurement equation of integrated navigation can be
obtained as follows:

Z2 � H2X − V2, (23)

where H2 is the measurement matrix and
V2(V2 � [δvEG, δvNG, δvUG, δLG, δλG, δhG]T) is the white
measurement noise vector of GNSS receiver.

,e specific form of the measurement matrix H2 is

H2 � O6×3 I6×6 O6×9 . (24)

Upon that, according to the above equations (18) and
(23), the measurement equation of accurate integrated
navigation system can be written as follows:
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Z1

Z2
  �

H1

H2
 X −

V1

V2
 . (25)

Based on the state equation (7) and measurement
equation (25) of an accurate integrated navigation system,
filtering calculation can be carried out by Kalman filtering
equation, and then the estimation Xk (k � 1, 2, 3, . . .) of
system state vector at time k is calculated recursively in real
time.,e system state vector includes errors of SINS and star
sensor, so the above estimation of the system state vector is
taken to correct errors of SINS in time, and the outputs of the
corrected SINS are regarded as the outputs of the accurate
integrated navigation system, which include the attitude,
velocity, and position.

6. Simulation Results and Discussion

Firstly, the flight trajectory of the aerocraft is designed and
simulated. It is assumed that the initial position of the
aerocraft is 36°18.365′N, 110°32.126′ E, and altitude 1560m;
the initial heading angle is 40°, the pitch angle is 0°, and the
roll angle is 0° (all are set randomly); the aerocraft is sta-
tionary at the initial moment and the velocity is zero. In the
flight process of the aerocraft, a variety of motion forms are
designed, such as accelerated taxiing, climbing, constant
velocity level flying, turning, diving, and deceleration
landing. ,e flight trajectory and related parameters of the
aerocraft are simulated by MATLAB language. Figure 2
shows the three-dimensional curve of the flight trajectory
of the aerocraft.

In order to reduce the system cost-effectively, SINS with
medium precision is adopted in the simulation experiment.
Suppose gyro constant drift is 0.5°/h and gyro random walk
is 0.05°/

��
h

√
; accelerometer constant bias is 5×10− 4 g and

accelerometer random walk is 5×10− 5 g ·
�
s

√
; attitude

measuring accuracy of star sensor is 30″ (1σ) and installation
errors of star sensor relative to the x-, y-, and z-axes of the
body are 2′, -3′, and 1′, respectively; position accuracy and
velocity accuracy of GNSS receiver are 15m (1σ) and 0.1m/s
(1σ).,e initial horizontal attitude error of SINS is 5′ and the
initial heading error is 20′; the initial position error is 10m
and the initial velocity error is 0.1m/s.,e simulation time is
1800 s and the Kalman filtering cycle is 1 s.

In order to test the performance of this accurate inte-
grated navigation method, SINS/GNSS-integrated naviga-
tion is also simulated in this paper, so that the two navigation
methods can be compared. Based on the above simulation
conditions and flight trajectory, the simulation results are
shown in Figures 3–5, respectively. In the figures, the solid
line indicates the simulation result of SINS/GNSS/star
sensor accurate integrated navigation, and the dotted line
indicates the simulation result of SINS/GNSS-integrated
navigation.

,e above simulation results show that SINS/GNSS/star
sensor-integrated navigation has high navigation accuracy
and superior comprehensive performance. Although the
medium precision SINS and star sensor are used, the attitude
accuracy of SINS/GNSS/star sensor-integrated navigation is
better than that of SINS/GNSS. ,e heading accuracy of the

former is better than ±1.5′, the pitch and roll accuracy are
better than ±0.9′, the heading error of the latter reaches
±4.1′, and the pitch and roll errors reach ±1.7′. It can be seen
that after the introduction of star sensor, the heading ac-
curacy of the integrated navigation system is improved
obviously. Moreover, for SINS/GNSS/star sensor accurate
integrated navigation, the convergence velocities of attitude
errors are very quick, and the stable state is achieved in 20 s.
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Figure 4: Velocity errors of integrated navigation.
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,is is because the high-precision attitude information of
star sensor is introduced as measurement and the observ-
ability of attitude error of SINS mathematical platform in
system state variables is significantly improved; thus, the
estimation accuracy and estimation speed of mathematical
platform attitude error are improved. Obviously, once the
estimation accuracy of the attitude error of the mathematical
platform is improved, the accuracy of the heading angle and
horizontal attitude angle obtained by using themathematical
platform will be correspondingly improved. Similarly, once
the attitude error of the mathematical platform is quickly
estimated, the errors of the heading angle and horizontal
attitude angle will also converge rapidly. In addition to the
attitude accuracy, after the introduction of star sensor, the
velocity and position accuracy of the former have been
improved to some extent, the horizontal velocity accuracy is
kept in ±0.05m/s, the vertical velocity accuracy is kept in
±0.03m/s, and the position accuracy is kept in ±3.8m; the
horizontal velocity accuracy of the latter is ±0.11m/s, the
vertical velocity accuracy is ±0.06m/s, and the position
accuracy is ±4.5m. ,e simulation results of the two inte-
grated navigation modes are compared as shown in Table 1.

At the same time, the simulation results also show that
the SINS/GNSS/star sensor-integrated navigation filter can
not only achieve high navigation accuracy but also better
estimate the inertial instrument errors and star sensor in-
stallation errors. ,e estimation results are shown in
Figures 6–8.

,e above simulation results prove that this accurate
integrated navigation method can estimate errors of inertial
instruments and installation error of star sensor effectively.
In Figure 6, estimating results on constant drifts of gyros in
the x-, y-, and z-axes are excellent, and the estimations are
close to the real values of gyro constant drifts (0.5°/h). It can
be seen that over 80 percent of gyro constant drifts have been
estimated. It is not difficult to see that the problem of bad
estimating effect on the gyro constant drift in INS/satellite-
integrated navigation mode can be effectively solved by
introducing star sensor into INS/satellite-integrated navi-
gation system. ,is is because the introduction of high-
precision attitude information of star sensor into

measurement can effectively improve the observability of
gyro constant drift in system state variables, and then the
estimation effect of gyro constant drift is improved. Figure 7
shows that estimating results on constant biases of accel-
erometers in the x-, y-, and z-axes are very good, and the
estimations are very close to the real values of accelerometer
constant biases (5×10− 4 g). It can be seen that about 92
percent of accelerometer constant biases can be estimated.
Figure 8 shows that estimating results on installation errors
of star sensor are also good, and the estimations are very
close to the real values of installation errors (2′, − 3′, and 1′),
and over 85 percent of installation errors can be estimated by
this accurate integrated navigation method.

In order to test the anti-interference capability of this
accurate integrated navigation method, GNSS and star
sensor are supposed to be out of order successively in the
simulation experiment. Suppose that there are the following
instances appearing in the navigation process: ①GNSS is
unable to navigate for satellite signal being interfered from
time 400 s to 600 s and from time 1100 s to 1300 s. ②Star
sensor is unable to output the attitude quaternion for failing
to search star from time 800 s to 1000 s and from time 1400 s
to 1600 s. Based on the above simulation conditions, this
accurate integrated navigation method is simulated in this
paper, and the main simulation results are given as follows
(Figures 9–11).

,e above simulation results (Figures 9–11) show that
when GNSS or star sensor is out of order successively, this
accurate integrated navigation method can always keep high
navigation accuracy. Figure 9 shows that although the
navigation devices are out of order successively during the
navigation process, compared with the system without fault,
the attitude accuracy of this accurate integrated navigation
method has almost no change. Particularly, there is no
obvious change appearing in the attitude error curves. ,e
heading accuracy is kept in the range of ±1.6′, and pitch and
roll accuracy are kept in the range of ±0.9′. Figures 10 and 11
show that, because the navigation devices are out of order
during the navigation process, there are some obvious
changes appearing in the velocity and position error curves,
but the velocity and position accuracy are still kept in the
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Figure 5: Position errors of integrated navigation.
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Table 1: Comparison of simulation results of SINS/GNSS/star sensor and SINS/GNSS-integrated navigation.

Integrated navigation
mode

Heading
accuracy

Horizontal attitude
accuracy

Horizontal velocity
accuracy

Vertical velocity
accuracy

Position
accuracy

SINS/GNSS/star sensor ±1.5′ ±0.9′ ±0.05m/s ±0.03m/s ±3.8m
SINS/GNSS ±4.1′ ±1.7′ ±0.11m/s ±0.06m/s ±4.5m
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range of ±0.14m/s and ±15.0m. Obviously, the velocity and
position accuracy are not influenced badly by the failures of
GNSS and star sensor. ,erefore, according to the above
simulation results, it is found that this accurate integrated
navigation method has strong anti-interference capability,
which can effectively solve the accurate navigation problem
when GNSS fails to navigate momently for satellite signal
being interfered with or shielded. In the same way, this
accurate integrated navigation method also can realize the
accurate navigation when star sensor is unable to output the
attitude parameters for failing to search star. Consequently,
these make this accurate integrated navigation method have
strong survival capability in battlefield environment or harsh
environment.

7. Conclusions

According to the above text, it can be seen that this accurate
integrated navigation method not only fully absorbs the
advantages of star sensor and GNSS but also achieves the
higher attitude, velocity, and position accuracy by integrated
navigation technology. And this accurate integrated navi-
gation method can estimate errors of inertial instruments
and installation errors of star sensor effectively. ,erefore,
this accurate integrated navigation method successfully
overcomes the outstanding problems existing in SINS/
GNSS-integrated navigation, which are low heading accu-
racy and bad estimating effect on the constant drift of gyro in
the z-axis. What is more, during the navigating process,
when GNSS receiver or star sensor is unable to work mo-
mently, the outputs of SINS and another normal navigation
device are used to construct measurements for integrated
navigation filtering. ,us, it can be seen that this accurate
integrated navigation method has strong anti-interference
capability and survival capability in harsh environment.

Consequently, although the medium precision SINS and
star sensor are used, the accurate integrated navigation
method studied in this paper can still achieve high precision
and high reliability integrated navigation, which is com-
petent for the high accuracy navigation of high-altitude
aerocrafts, and it has a good prospect of engineering
application.
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